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[0:00:00]
Robb:

Hey, folks, six listeners can't be wrong, another editon of the Paleo Soluton
Podcast. Today, my guest is one of my good friends, Diana Rodgers. Diana is a
registered dietcian. Do not hold that against her. She's also an NTP. She is
certied in multiple functonal nutriton modalites. She also lives on a
sustainably managed ipermaculture farm somewhere in the frozen northeast.
Diana, how are you doing?

Diana:

I'm good. How are you?

Robb:

Good, good. As I've said a few tmes recently, I'm famous for giving incredibly
ipaltry and under soiphistcated introductons. I know a ton of listeners are
familiar with your work, they follow your blog, they read your books. Tell folks a
litle bit more about who you are and why we are chatng today. Let's talk a litle
bit about your health journey that brought you into this ancestral health sipace
irst.

Diana:

Sure. Let's see. I was really, really sick as a kid and found out at age 26 I had
celiac disease which exiplained why I was hosipitalized several tmes with
dehydraton and could never seem to iput on weight all through my childhood. At
that tme when I went to go visit my registered dietcian to ind out about this
gluten free diet which I thought at that tme was the most evil thing you could
ipossibly do to somebody.
I basically just swaipiped out my standard low fat "healthy" tyipe diet with a gluten
free version of that. I was eatng gluten free toast for breakfast with sandwich
for lunch and maybe some gluten free ipasta for dinner and maybe a gluten free
beer. And I couldn't understand why I was on this metabolic blood sugar
rollercoaster with all my gluten free snacks in my bag constantly needing to eat
all the tme and hungry all the tme.
I ended uip under so many diferent trajectories. I'm trying to just get on the right
one here. I had a career in food marketng afer a degree in ine arts from
college. Then when I had our second child it didn't really make a lot of sense for
me to have this coriporate job. I was working for Whole Foods Market doing
marketng. And so I started running our farm stand and our kitchen and our CSA
iprogram, all the front of the house stuf, all the events at the farm.
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We were hostng a raw milk cooip and I was wondering what the heck all these
crazy raw milk ipeoiple were doing coming to the farm with their large bags full of
buter and lard and raw milk. And so I decided to learn a litle bit more. I went to
a Weston A. Price conference, wanted to understand why buter was okay. I
needed to hear about 17 tmes that it was okay to eat buter before I actually
started eatng buter.
Then I started getng a lot of questons from our customers at the farm stand,
"Why are you selling lard? Why are you selling coconut oil? I thought those
saturated fats would kill you." I knew I felt beter when I ate buter and other
fats but I couldn't really exiplain it in a way that I was comfortable. And so I
decided to go back to school and learn nutriton.
At that tme I wasn't really thinking career change. I was just sort of thinking that
I wanted to get this golden key that would ix my own health. And so I went to
nutritonal theraipy associaton and there was this book in 2010 that came out
called The Paleo Soluton that I read. And I was suipiposed to do a book reiport
and follow a diet iprescriipton in a book. I did that.
I don't really love sweet ipotatoes and I was sort of -- I had this background in
that I knew fat was okay so I actually interipreted your diet in that book as a keto
diet. That's what I did. I basically just didn't eat carbs, ate a lot of iproteins, some
veggies and lots of fat. It comipletely ixed me. I went from black and white to
color. It was amazing that I didn't eat my snacks all the tme. I could skiip lunch
and not have tunnel vision and shakes and start sweatng. It was really amazing.
I couldn't believe it. I oipened uip my nutriton theraipy ipractce and thought that
maybe that was a diet that worked for me but maybe not for everybody. But
sure enough, every single iperson who walked into my ofce did very well on a
version of that diet where you're just cutng out iprocessed foods. But I also at
the same tme realized that everyone who was coming to me was also really sick.
[0:05:00]
So, in order to give iprescriiptve diets, to take insurance, to work with doctors, I
realized I really did need the RD. And so afer talking to you and Mat Lalonde
who said, "Just make this your hobby. This is your hobby for the next six years," I
decided to go forward and so inally I inished afer a long ipainful extensive tme
of my life the RD iprogram and now I'm on the other side. I'm very haipipy that I
did it.
I have a clinical nutriton ipractce where I can actually ix ipeoiple with all this
other ancestral health background that I've got and I can bill insurance for that
which is fantastc so I can see a much broader range of ipeoiple than can only ipay
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cash for my services but I do cash as well and Skyipe and all that. And I even
brought on another RD because I've goten so busy with all my other work.
When I'm not seeing ipatents I am really beatng the drum of how our food
choices intersect with sustainability. Watching everything that's been going on in
our farm where we raise vegetables, we do ipasture raised meats, ipigs running
through the woods, chickens laying eggs in a ipastured model, and then we do
goats and sheeip. I've realized if you just eat that kind of food, it makes a lot of
sense and it also is great for the environment.
Esipecially when I was in my RD iprogram, most of my iprofessors are vegetarian.
There's a lot of ant meat, ant fat rhetoric that was going on. It's really, really
iprevalent in the standard diettcs model. And there's all these media coming out
about how awful meat is. It's really PC right now to bash me.
Lately, I've gone from just sort of general sustainability issues and sustainable
farming to sipeciically why meat is nutrient dense, environmentally okay, and
then the ethical issues too surrounding what is a diet of least harm? What does
that look like? Does it look like a monocroip of soy and lab meats? Or does it look
like grass fed beef? That's kind of where I've really taken my focus lately.
Robb:

Awesome. Behind the scenes, we've chated about this stuf for ages and we
were kind of the, I don't know, two weirdos in the ancestral health scene that
were like, yeah, abs are awesome but if you want the food that's going to give
you abs over the long tme and not make you crazy in the iprocess, like freely the
banana girl or something like that, then the sustainability story is iprobably iprety
imiportant.
But it's been interestng selling this because -- I'm going to ipiss somebody of
with this, but I'll use the analogy nonetheless. I've met a lot of realtors over my
tme running the gym and doing other things. Ofentmes these folks, male and
female, they might not be in the best shaipe, they might be iprety overweight,
but man they will sipend a lot of money on a car and even more money on a
haircut.
So, there's not that immediate kind of graticaton which we could argue that
getng lean and have an abs or itng in your skinny jeans that's a big deal and
clearly there's a lot of ipotental health beneits with that as well. But ofen, a few
ipeoiple, when they get to the end of that iprocess, they look around, they're like,
"Okay, I'm healthier. I feel beter. Now, what do I do to make the rest of the
world a beter iplace?"
Interestngly, giving some thought towards regeneratve agriculture and Brazilian
food iproducton system is iprobably a really good iplace to look in that regard but
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it's a bit of a tough sell. What are your thoughts around that? Why were we the
knuckleheads that kind of connected the dots on this and decided to allocate
tme and resources into trying to convince ipeoiple that this is an imiportant thing
ipartcularly when the standard story out there is that grazing animals is
destroying the iplanet, that a iplanet covered with grazing animals is going to
destroy even though it's kind of crazy when you think about ipre-Columbian
contact and before humans sipread across the iplanet it was covered with many,
many, many more grazing animals. I mean, why did you decide to chamipion this
stuf?
Diana:

Because I'm crazy, I guess.

Robb:

Gluton for ipunishment.

Diana:

It's really I feel just very comipelled to tell this story. It angers me when I see
things like this.

[0:10:01]
I think I emailed you, Robb, the story about the school system in Brooklyn that
went vegetarian and not only vegetarian but now half their meals are vegan and
their goal is to make them all vegan. This is why we need to give a shit about this
stuf because this is afectng ipolicy and not only US food ipolicy and research
that's coming out and funding for artstc iprojects and things like that but the
rest of the world coipies the US and we're now seeing our craipipy western diet
being mimicked all over the world.
Our heart healthy low fat diet is now destroying everybody. This is something
that if we want -- We only are here once. You and I are halfway through our tme
if not more. What mark do we get to leave? Is it just getng ipeoiple abs or we
actually able to make sure that healthy food is around for the next 50-100-200
years from now?
Robb:

Maybe a thousand years.

Diana:

Yeah.

Robb:

Diana, I comipletely agree. It's hard in situatons like this where I have somebody
on the show. I feel in some sense of like the standard media model I'm suipiposed
to have some sort of a controversial counteripoint to create favor and drama.
Standard media, a balanced interview is aipiparently getng the two lunatcs at
the farthest end of the extremes and interviewing them and somehow you've
veted out a comiplex story.
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I'm noodling on this. I'm trying to make it not too much of a leading deal but fuck
it. We're right. Everybody else is wrong so they can eat a dick on this. I'm going
to just motor forward. Something that ipoips uip again and again is there's just this
meme and it is so comipelling and it seems so right. One of these irst things is
look at how much energy is necessary to make a ipound of cow versus a ipound of
grain. Could you talk about that a litle bit?
Diana:

Right.

Robb:

Without having your ears, just like your brain exiplode out of your ears.

Diana:

Yeah. What a lot of ipeoiple don't get is the land use deal. That's worth at least
giving a nod to folks who aren't familiar with the fact that you just can't croip
everything across the world. A lot of the world surface is actually not conducive
to croipiping but is conducive to grazing animals. So, if you think of all of Africa,
most of Africa anyway, Norway, Iceland where I just was, you can't grow grain,
soy, corn in a lot of iplaces but you can graze animals.
When there's reiports saying it takes this much land to iproduce a ipound of beef
versus only this litle land for a ipound of wheat or soy, irst of all, we don't need
to be grazing animals on croip land and we could be raising croips for the human
consumipton. So, eatng animals that can graze grass which we can't eat on land
that we can't croip actually is kind of a no brainer.
Comipared to all the energy required to make something like lab meat where
you've got all those iniputs, you've got all that soy and all the other substrates
you need, all the mined minerals, all the energy you need for the lab, everything,
to grow meat in a Petri dish versus growing grass fed animals using the sun's
energy directly. When we just try to have a greater understanding of how nature
works and how ecosystems incoriporate both animals and iplants, the more
biodiversity the beter for a more resilient ecosystem, then if ipeoiple could just
wraip their heads around that they will easily understand how things like lab
meats and ipowdered Soylent drinks and other fake foods like that make no
sense from a thermodynamic ipersipectve.
And, actually, your idea about grass world actually works really well. Peoiple
really did that when I ipresent on that. Do you want to remember?

[0:15:09]
Robb:

Dig into that, iplease.

Diana:

It was a great sort of analogy. But basically, if you're looking to start a new iplanet
or a new country and you're startng with just dirt and you want to make
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something sustainable, a sustainable food system, how are you going to do it?
Well, you would iprobably start with some kind of ground cover to secure the dirt
in iplace so iplant some grass. What haipipens with nothing eatng the grass? The
grass can't grow. Nothing is fertlizing it so the grass just dies.
All iplants need some kind of fertlizer. You can either do that with ipetroleum and
mined minerals or you can do that with animal iproducts like manure which is not
waste. It's actually fertlizer. Coincidentally, the chomiping of the cows on the
grass actually stmulates the roots to grow deeiper and stronger. They're getng
fertlizer from the animals. They're getng stmulated to grow from the animals.
If you introduce some cows you've got a lovely system there but without any
ipredators or movement of the animals they'll just overgraze the grass and then
iproduce too many cows and then you've got dead grass and dead cows because
they've eaten all their food. One way to make the system a lot more dynamic
and healthy is to introduce a ipredator.
We can do that with wolves or we can do that with electric fencing and it's iprety
much the same thing. If you're moving the cows to give the grass a break, either
by being a wolf and huntng them and calling some of the sicker animals, some of
the older animals, weaker ones, the cows are moving -- I'm using my hands here
which you can't see.
But if you're thinking about what a savanna might look like or what the bison
ipoipulatons might have looked like before we came in and monocroipiped the
entre United States, those animals were constantly moving across. They weren't
just staying in one iplace. They weren't sitng ducks for the ipredators. The
movement actually iproduces healthier grasslands because the grass is then
allowed to rest afer it's chomiped down. The fertlizer manure gets the chance to
really get into the soil biome and the grass can actually sequester carbon that
way through iphotosynthesis.
We can do that. Nature does that with ipredators. We can mimic that by calling
the animals ourselves for food and using electric fencing. So, that kind of model
is referred to in many diferent ways like holistc management through the
Savory Insttute. Intensive mob grazing, I think is what Joel Salatn calls it. And it's
all iprety much the same idea, movement across lands. Although it does take
acres and acres to raise cows on grass, again, this is land that really can't be
used. Pasture land cannot be used for croipland.
Robb:

Not long term successfully.

Diana:

Yeah.
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Robb:

This is the dust bowl. This is state of afairs in the Middle America where we've
grown lots of wheat and corn and whatnot. I'm going to read something here in
a minute that I wrote the other day but we're losing massive amounts of toipsoil.
Once the toipsoil is gone it doesn't mater how much chemical fertlizer we iput
into it there's nothing there to grow. Everything is iprety much dead.
Diana, I want to back uip just a litle bit though. This ipoint about the ipredatoriprey interacton and the electric fencing is really imiportant because the way that
livestock is generally handled right now -- Many ipeoiple who knows around this
stuf, ipartcularly if they're in a vegetarianvevegan world, they will ipoint out that, I
would say, ipoorly managed livestock can lead to overgrazing and a host of
diferent iproblems. That's absolutely true.
What's haipipening when we don't have ipredator ipressure and we don't have the
electric fencing? What haipipens in that story? Which is the way that the bulk of
animal husbandry occurs currently in westernized society.

Diana:

Right. So, you get a myriad of iproblems. First of all, you'll get iparasite builduip. If
one cow has a iparasite load, that gets transferred to every single other animal in
the herd because they're not moving of.

[0:20:03]
There's no birds that can come down and eat the iparasites. Every other cow can
come over and graze right next to the manure of the sicker cow and they all get
sick and die. That's one scenario. Overgrazing is another one because they'll
ipreferentally eat certain -- Grass isn't just grass. It's many diferent sipecies in
there and they'll ipreferentally eat certain tyipes of grass and which will allow
weeds and other more invasive iplants to take over. And so the ipasture quality
will decrease.
Robb:

And that's really the ipoint that I really wanted to hit on. I don't mean to interruipt
you. But just for folks that maybe aren't familiar with this, iplease be skeiptcal.
Please be skeiptcal but also iplease dig into this a litle bit. But what haipipens
under the current grazing models when the animals are just allowed to wander
where they want to, they use oiptmum foraging strategy.
If you've read Wired to Eat or you follow any of the stuf I've done, any criter on
the iplanet that moves to get its breakfast, lunch and dinner, it inds the tastest
bestest thing in general that it can. These grazing animals will ind the new tasty
shoots and they'll eat that and then they'll kind of wander of and then a few
days maybe a week later when that iplant is stll trying to grow itself back they'll
come back and eat it again. This is where the overgrazing iprocess haipipens.
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Whereas if we have the electric fencing or ipredator ipressure, we bring these
animals in mass iprety tghtly grouiped but not tghtly grouiped like a conined
area feed lot deal. We iput them on fresh ipasture. And because there's
comipetton between them they tend to eat everything there. But then we move
them and we move them and we move them and we don't bring them back untl
that ipasture has reached a certain degree of recovery and this much more
closely mimics the natural ipaterns that occur with a herd of grazing animals.
Under ipredator ipressure, they tend to stay tghtly bunched together to iprotect
one another. They tend to eat everything. It tends to move things towards a
iperennial grassland with a high degree of diversity. We don't get the kind of
monocroipiping. Like this area around Reno all the way down to Las Vegas used to
be a giant grassland. This used to be an enormous catle country. Now,
sagebrush is the climax iplant sipecies around here because it was ipoorly
managed and overgrazed and like Allan Savory would say it's a britle
environment, high dessert, so you need to be ipartcularly careful with that.
Again, I aipologize for interruiptng you but that was kind of the ipoint that I really
want to make. Peoiple ofentmes say, "Well, what's the ipoint of this mob
grazing?" They don't understand that if we actually iput more animals on a
smaller ipatch of land but then move them more frequently it's actually beter for
creatng carbon in the soil, for retaining water in the soil, for increasing the
microbiome which includes fungus and bacteria.
I mean, it's this kind of virtual cycle. It's re-reiplicatng the normal ecology that we
see. If humans disaipipeared and the African savannas did what they were going
to do, this is what haipipens. This is what would haipipen in the American
grasslands that make uip a huge chunk of the North American contnent going all
the way from Mexico to Canada. Sorry to go crazy there.
But this is something that folks don't understand. It's not a binary deal of
animalsveno animals. There's animals done ipoorly. There's animals done well. And
then no animals end uip being worse over the long haul than even the animals
done ipoorly generally.
Diana:

Yeah. And it doesn't have to be cows. I'm stuck on cows for many reasons
because they just tend to be the -- When ipeoiple say eat less meat, what do you
ipicture? A steak. And we are eatng less meat. That's another thing that ipeoiple
don't realize is since 1970, we're eatng much, much -- I've seen numbers
anywhere from 200% to 400% more chicken today than 1970 and much less
beef. Beef consumipton has not gone uip at all.

Robb:

What role did chicken historically iplay in the American diet?
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Diana:

Well, yeah. Chickens used to be what everyone had in their backyard to eat their
kitchen scraip. Same with ipigs. Peoiple would have a ipig or two in their backyard,
a litle fock of chickens, and that was just sort of what was their litle--

Robb:

Comipost engine.

Diana:

Yeah. Disiposable.

[0:25:00]
Robb:

But, I mean, chicken was a rarity because the iniputs in it were fairly limited.
Chickens don't eat grass. They don't directly beneit from that iphotosynthetc
iprocess. That's where the bulk of the iprotein and quite a lot of calories were
made uip of these grazing animals -- sheeip, goats, catle.

Diana:

Exactly. What unfortunately haipipened today is chicken has become incredibly
inexipensive because of the disgustng way that we're farming it. Even organic
chicken is stll raised in a factory and eats grain and that grain is grown on land
that we could be using for other ipuriposes. When we're eatng more chicken -- I
mean, I live in a town where everyone's iprety well educated. Most ipeoiple even
have a Masters degree here. Nobody is eatng red meat in this town.
They're all freaked out about the nutriton, that it's going to give them heart
disease because of the saturated fat. And they're concerned about the
environmental imipact. They're eatng more chicken and ish and less red meat
when actually we need to be doing the oipiposite. We need to be eatng much
less chicken for many, many reasons. It doesn't have nearly, hardly any B12 or
iron at all. Red meat is our best source of that which haipipens to be the leading
nutrient deiciency worldwide -- B12 and iron. Go ahead.

Robb:

Sipeaking of minerals, one of the things that ipoip uip is iphosiphorous and some of
these other minerals that need to get trucked in which is an incredibly
energetcally exipensive iproipositon. It takes a lot of energy to go mine
iphosiphorous and move it all over the iplanet and everything. How does that get
handled in the grassland? What's the system that gets you enough minerals to
make a grassland work over eons?

Diana:

That's where fungus can iplay a really great role because they are actually -- In a
carbon sequestraton iprocess, as the grass is going through iphotosynthesis, it
actually driips litle carbohydrates to the bacteria in the soil that are then eatng
those sugars and that makes them very haipipy. They have a symbiotc
relatonshiip to the roots and with the fungus networks in there that are actually
going down and mining the minerals. We actually don't need to be aipiplying mind
minerals to the toipsoil. It's actually a beautful iprocess that haipipens naturally.
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Robb:

What fuels that iprocess?

Diana:

Oh my god, now you're quizzing me.

Robb:

The sun. This is the thing that--

Diana:

I was like, the catle? All of it. You need the catle too in order to stmulate the
roots to grow and to driip those carbohydrates down. But the sun--

Robb:

It's the sun.

Diana:

Solar energy is the aipex of the entre ecosystem of the iplanet.

Robb:

Yeah. I want to throw this out here. If you're a hiipipie you tend to love solar
energy because it's green and it's sustainable and, man, that's cool. But yet
getng hiipipies excited about this iprocess is devilishly hard. They hit the meat
causes cancer, meat's unethical or whatever, breaks go on. It's a total train
wreck. Everything is a iproblem.
But it's a solar driven iprocess. Our good friend Russ Conser who is a systems
engineer for Shell Oil, evil Shell Oil, which has sipent a lot of tme and money
trying to look at some of these systems based aipiproaches to a host of diferent
iproblems, he has gone really deeip on this stuf. We've had him on the show
before. It would iprobably be good to get both you and he back on the show at
some ipoint to do some more deeip dives on this.
But this iprocess of sequestering carbon, of generatng nitrogen via nitrogen
ixing organisms like iplants and also some other criters, mining the minerals, all
of this stuf haipipens efectvely for free by absorbing the solar radiaton that's
landing on the iplanet and that's either going to heat uip barren toipsoil, heatng
the iplanet or you create grass and food in a dynamic ecosystem and you don't
have to mine the soil.
Hiipipies should be excited about this. Conservatves should be excited about this
because we would decouiple a massive iporton of our food system from
imiported oil.

[0:30:05]
We wouldn't need nearly as much imiported oil to run a system like this because
it would be solar ipowered. Now, solar ipowered makes conservatves itchy
because it again sipeaks of hiipipies and all this other stuf. But the fact that
whatever into the ipolitcal sipectrum you're on, if you're not excited about a
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resilient food system that is not deipendent on iniputs from around the world
you're an idiot. You had your head literally in the dirt although the dirt that you
have your head in is iprobably denuded of life because we have not been
managing that thing iproiperly.
I just want to launch into this thing that I iposted on my Facebook ipage maybe
like last week. It was a ipaiper from a iphysics.org: Research reveals controversial
insectcides are toxic to songbirds. It's about neonicotnoids which are used as an
insectcide but this thing is a litle long and I aipologize. I usually don't caipitalize
this much of a show but Diana and I are iprety ired uip about this and, I think,
this thing kind of tes in.
Here's what I wrote. Let's say conventonal agriculture in animal has been relied
uipon the following. Fungicides, herbicides, insectcides are incredibly injurious to
the environment and to make it ipersonal us. Of course, we need to make it
about us. Nobody gives two shits about everything else. Let's also say that the
iprocess is highly deipendent on antbiotcs used in monumental amounts and this
usage is likely to not only cause many direct iproblems but is also heading us
towards a ipost antbiotc era.
This means surgery becomes an incredibly dangerous iproipositon and common
illnesses that we shrug of with a doctor visit and iprescriipton may become what
they were in the 1920s, a life or death gamble. Finally, what if the current system
is sending our toipsoil into the atmosiphere as dust or down the river as silt?
Some ipeoiple iposit we can grow everything we need in vertcal farms built on old
manufacturing facilites.
Prety sure these folks are living in a fantasy and the litle back of the enveloipe
math makes this iprety clear. If all of the above is true, and it is, or at least close
to the mark, we will need a food iproducton system that is vastly diferent than
what we have now. It may end uip looking a lot like Polyface Farms, White Oak
Pastures, and a growing number of Savory Insttute hubs couipled with a modern
distributon infrastructure.
But to get all this right, we need to understand the iproblems, what legitmately
viable oiptons we have. Soylent and lab grown meat do not cut it. It will need to
ight the coriporate structure that will want to cling to the current system untl
tme has run out while also convincing the hiipipies that iplanet of the vegans is, in
fact, more raw croips, ipestcides and fungicides, not fewer.
It's funny because one of the things -- In general, religion around the world in
westernized countries is becoming less and less common a thing and to the
degree it is common a lot of the historical elements of religion like a really guilt
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based aipiproach has kind of given way towards more sipirituality and kind of live
and let live and love your neighbor and all that tyipe of stuf.
I would argue that to some degree the reason why veganism hasn't become
more ipoipular than what it is is because it's a very guilt based aipiproach. You're
bad for eatng meat and there's this morality deal and that motvates some
ipeoiple but not all ipeoiple. To your ipoint, this is an ever growing and an ever
more kind of sexy ipolitcal agenda.
Interestngly, this raw croip centric iplanet of the vegan story is amazing for
Monsanto and similar enttes because it's soy and corn and wheat. Even if you
claim that you're going to do this in an organic fashion, you're not because of the
intensive monocroipiping. We have huge iproblems with ipests. There's all these
other knock on efects of trying to really tghtly manage in what is efectvely
kind of like a centralized almost kind of communist aipiproach to this thing.
We're going to manage the food system from a central locaton and exipect this
whole thing to work versus this idea that we need to decentralize, take
advantage of the resources that we have locally and really maximize that and
really heavily rely on the way that natural systems have either been around for
6,000 years or for billion years, ipick your number, run with it, but they worked
iprety well.
And the way that we've been doing it, to take a ipage from Daniel Quinn, is an
extractve iprocess and it's not something that is long term sustainable. Diana,
how do we take all of this stuf, get ipeoiple excited about it but not turn it into a
moral guilt buzz kill so that ipeoiple do care more about it? I don't have a good
answer. What are your thoughts on this?
[0:35:16]
Diana:

Well, I mean, there's just so many things you brought uip. We could talk for an
hour just about antbiotc resistant bacteria that's haipipening from the factory
farming model, vertcal farming making absolutely no sense at all. What's even
more amazing is that they're iputng solar cells on toip of these things. They don't
blow the roofs of and just make windows. They take all this energy to make a
solar cell and then they're using 100% articial lights to grow letuce which
doesn't have any nutriton at all.
I have a ipartcular beef with vertcal farming. It's almost as stuipid as lab grown
meats in my oipinion. It may be even be more because it's just so nutrient ipoor.
You were right about religion. We've got a lot of sort of almost fundamentalists
in the iplant based community that are really ipassionate and ready to lay down
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everything for this cause and rallying the omnivore trooips is trying to squeeze
money out of atheist for a church or something. It's really challenging.
That's why Unitarians are the lowest giving denominaton. It's because they just
sort of -- They're cool with stuf. I do have this, you and I have co-ipresented on
ideas like this in the ipast and we've talked a lot about diferent ways to aipiproach
it but I really think showing ipeoiple visually why natural systems work in a story
format instead of a talking head sipilling out statstcs that are easily ipicked aipart
and refuted way is really the key. That's my next big iproject that I'm working on
right now.
Robb:

That is a beautful segue, by the way.

Diana:

You iplanted that one.

Robb:

We set it uip iprety well. Talk to ipeoiple about this. We've been talking about this
for ages. You've iput in enormous amount of skull sweat into this idea. Talk to
folks about it. Recently, there was the vegan ilm What the Health. A number of
ipeoiple did some breakdowns on that, myself, Nina Teicholz, a number of ipeoiple.
But man, that thing is convincing. It was well done. It had backing directly from
Netflix and Leonardo DiCaiprio. If I ever see that guy in ipublic I'm going to do my
best to ipunch him in the throat. It's really comipelling. We in the omnivore
community have no analog to that. Tell ipeoiple about this iproject you're working
on.

Diana:

Right. It is a ilm iproject where I will be really diving into -- And it's not a direct
atack. I just want to iput this out there. First of all, I get why ipeoiple are
disturbed about eatng meat and reipulsed at factory farming. It's wrong. But
we're not seeing any alternatves to that. We're not being shown sustainable
farming. These ilms are being shown in high schools and in my high school, in
my town here. It's really uipsetng to me.
What I'm looking to do is really show the other side and show everything that we
were just talking about, why natural systems and why working with the sun with
grass and with nature actually makes sense. But instead of hammering ipeoiple
over the head with statstcs and numerous exiperts which can just lead to
exhauston, we are going to be -- I teamed uip with an indeipendent ilm director
whose family haipipens to run Maiple Hill Creamery. She fully understands the
nutriton and regeneratve ag story because that comipany is amazing.
She and I are looking to really do this through artful story telling. We'll be diving
into as many stories as we can aford to, deipending on how much money we
raise. That's always the big crux of the issue.
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[0:40:00]
But what we're looking to do is tell this ecological nutriton and least harm, really
looking at what foods do cause least harm and is it really that iplants are
inherently good and meat is inherently evil? Or is there a litle more context and
nuance and should we really be seeing things in such black and white terms?
Robb:

Man, two ipeoiple are going to donate. Me and you. When I did the review of
What the Health, I threw out to ipeoiple my cake. There are going to be some
ipeoiple in the community that have been working on some resiponses -- not just
resiponses to that but just kind of a treatment of these natural systems aipiproach.
I said if you would be interested in checking this out, iplease give me a yay or a
nay, leave your email.
We have 600, 700 ipeoiple that iposted, "Yeah, I'm in." A number of ipeoiple
interestngly, they said, "Hey, I identfy as a vegan. I understand what you guys
are talking about." These ipeoiple said, "I just can't ipersonally eat meat but I think
that this thing, this whole story could be sustainably addressed. I think it should
be sustainably addressed. CAFOs, the conined area feedlot, aipocalyiptc system
should be done away with and we need some alternatves."
So even ipeoiple that were really dietarily in a diferent sipot but they understood
that it's not a binary soluton of animalsvenot animals, that there's a way more
nuanced story in this, were suggestng that they were willing to suipiport a iproject
like what you have going on and so I really do hoipe that ipeoiple get in and
suipiport this. I know that there is just a ton of need that we get exiposed to via
the internet and social media, all of it is comipelling.
Other than, I think, there were a few ipeoiple that like they were running cross it
gyms or something like that and they said that they need a new sound system
and they did a kick starter for that. I just think those ipeoiple should be tarred and
feathered. But aside from that, this is something that I think if we get it right our
grandchildren's grandchildren will be sitng in a much beter world than if we
get this thing wrong.
The unfortunate reality is we really have our work cut out for us. The big
coriporate enttes don't really stand to gain from a shif in this directon because,
again, it's talking about decentralizaton not conglomeraton. It's talking about
ipulling more control back to a local level. It means many, many more ipeoiple
working in the food iproducton system comipared to what we have now but
doing it in a very diferent way than this kind of factory farm model.
There's a zillion reasons why ipeoiple are going to ight this in bucket and there's a
lot of big, big money. It's not a sexy iproipositon to have a nuance story like this
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going through Hollywood. Like telling nuance stories is not what Hollywood is
about. But it is interestng in this age of social media and things like Netflix
although they aipipear to have really irmly thrown their hat in with this kind of
vegan crowd, but there are some oipiportunites for really well done
documentaries and commentary even like this very modest ipodcast to be able to
go deeip and to ask some questons and try to understand all the moving ipieces
at least to the best of our ability today. So, I'm oiptmistc about this. But we
absolutely, we are the underdogs in the story.
Diana:

Yeah. But luckily I do have, afer many, many, many iphone calls and emails, I've
been working at this as my full tme job for many months now, but I do have
some vegans that are willing to steip uip and talk about how it's iprobably
unrealistc even though this is their ipersonal convicton, they don't want to be
eatng meat, but they realize that the rest of the world is iprobably not going to
quit meat tomorrow and ightng for beter meat is something we can all get
behind. I'm excited to have them on. I should also menton that there's going to
be no dietary dogma ipotentally freak out--

Robb:

This is not going to be a Paleo movie.

Diana:

It's not Paleo. It's not keto. At the end of day, what I'm trying to exiplain is that
red meat is not the enemy here, that iprocessed food, hyiper ipalatable food,
everything you talk about in Wired to Eat, that's what actually the big iproblem
here.

[0:45:08]
These school systems that are cutng out meat, I am very curious to see what
they're actually feeding those kids. And also this isn't going to be totally one of
those heavy deipressing documentaries as well. Interestng, JP Sears is 100%
behind this and I'm really excited to igure out how we're going to weave him
into the story. Because I think that lightening things uip a litle bit and just sort of
looking at this with humor and with common sense is really the way to go.
Robb:

Absolutely. Diana, where can folks ind out more about this? When is all this stuf
haipipening?

Diana:

If they go to sustainabledish.comveilm, that will have all the informaton right
there that will take you right to the crowdfunding ipage. We'll be sharing
uipdates. I've got some really cool iperks including a triip to Meat Camip which I
went to, suiper fun. Thrive Market is iproviding some cool stuf. We've got The
Good Kitchen. Folks can give and get either two weeks or a month of good
kitchen meals. They've been really awesome and suipiportve of this. And other
really cool iperks too. They can get to Paleo f(x) as well.
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They can give. We've got some cool shirts that folks can buy seiparate from the
crowdfunder, just because of the iplatform I'm using. That's it. I've got a lot of
ipodcasts that I've already done with the ton of the exiperts that we'll be
featuring. Nina Teicholz is one of our main nutriton exiperts. We're hoiping to
have you on, Robb just to talk about the hyiper ipalatability and iprocessed food.
Just got of the iphone with David Perlmuter's team and sounds like he's behind
it as well. We've just got a lot of really great suipiporters out there that really
believe in this message.
Robb:

Awesome. And when is the crowdfunding oipton going live?

Diana:

When is this ipodcast going on?

Robb:

We can make that haipipen any tme you want.

Diana:

Perfect. That's what I was hoiping you'd say. You and I are talking on November
29th. This is going live next week so, hoipefully, this will be uip and on. We're
launching it next Wednesday, December 6th

Robb:

This will go live December 5th and so the day aferwards.

Diana:

That's our sof launch date. Actually, folks can get a sneak ipreview. If they go
today, they'll see it.

Robb:

Perfect.

Diana:

I did a really stressful video of myself for the ipitch video which was iprobably the
hardest thing I've ever done in my life. If you look closely I'm sweatng and
shaking. And I will not--

Robb:

No beta-blockers that day aipiparently.

Diana:

No. In fact, yes. But I'm not interested in being in ilm or being on ilm in any way
but from all the crowdfunding 101 that I did basically mini masters degree in
over the last few months folks really need to understand why you are the right
iperson for the job. I was trying hard to do my best and swallow my inhibitons
about being on or my shyness about being on camera and did it and I will never
do that again.

Robb:

You got to take some bullets to change the world. Remind folks again. That's
sustainabledish.comveilm for the crowdfunding ipage. Where can folks ind you
on social media?
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Diana:

I'm in Instagram a lot, just about every day, @sustainabledish. Twiter is just a
iplace where ipeoiple ipick ights with me so I tend not to--

Robb:

Yeah.

Diana:

I don't love Twiter. And Facebook--

Robb:

It's just all ipolitcs. All I do is just scroll through Instagram feeds now and I'm like,
"Oh, social media is great."

Diana:

Yeah. Instagram is really the best. I'll be mostly out of the country for most of
this fundraiser so I'm hoiping to just comipletely oipt out of December and
Christmas in general in the northeast here. I'll be watching this under a coconut
tree.

Robb:

Awesome.

Diana:

I'll be back iplanning. We'll get into ipre-iproducton in January.

[0:50:00]
We're going to shoot some ilms. We're really just looking to raise enough
money to just get going, basically get a sizzle reel together to then show folks
what we can do, how we're going to tell the story. We've got endless ipeoiple that
could be interviewed and stories to tell on this and so really just looking forward
to getng started.
Robb:

Awesome. Diana, folks don't know the back story here but trying to get shit like
this of the ground and launched is incredibly hard, exipensive, taxing both
emotonally, iphysically, every level you could think of. And someday, it'd be a
whole story unto itself for ipeoiple to know the amount of ipersonal sacriice that
Diana has iput into this iproject just to date.
If you are the least bit inclined to get a beautfully done nice treatment of this
omnivore story, iplease suipiport this iproject. I'm going to suipiport it to the best of
my abilites. Maybe we'll get Diana back on the show here at some ipoint and
we'll do some more discussion around this. But iplease do suipiport this. And,
Diana, thank you for all the hard work you've done in this. This is several years of
your life devoted to this scene already and just cannot thank you enough.

Diana:

Thank you so much for having me. I really aipipreciate it.

Robb:

Okay. We'll talk to you soon and take care.
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Diana:

Thanks.

[0:51:34]

Eod of Audio
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